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Institutional Emergence in an Era of
Globalization: The Rise of Transnational
Private Regulation of Labor and
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Why have systems of “transnational private regulation” recently
emerged to certify corporate social and environmental performance?
Different conceptions of institutional emergence underlie different
answers to this question. Many scholars argue that firms create
certification systems to solve problems in the market—a view rooted
in a conception of institutions as solutions to collective action prob-
lems. The author develops a different account by viewing institu-
tions as the outcome of political contestation and by analyzing con-
flict and institutional entrepreneurship among a wide array of actors.
Using a comparative case study design, the analysis shows how these
arguments explain the formation of social and environmental cer-
tification associations. Both theoretical approaches are needed, but
strong versions of the market-based approach overlook an important
set of dynamics that the author calls the “political construction of
market institutions.” The analysis shows how both problem solving
in markets and political contention generate new institutional forms.

At least since Polanyi’s (1944) The Great Transformation, social scientists
have debated the nature of attempts to embed modern capitalism in social
standards. While much of this work examines state regulation of the
conditions of production, today a new set of transformations is occurring,
as standard setting and regulation are increasingly being accomplished
through private means. This includes not only traditional programs of
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industry self-regulation but also systems of transnational private regu-
lation, in which coalitions of nonstate actors codify, monitor, and in some
cases certify firms’ compliance with labor, environmental, human rights,
or other standards of accountability. For instance, in the past two decades,
controversies over sweatshops, child labor, tropical deforestation, and
other issues have spurred the formation of dozens of nongovernmental
certification associations (Gereffi, Garcia-Johnson, and Sasser 2001).
Though not without historical precursors or critics, this form is sometimes
held up as a new vehicle for “ratcheting standards” upwards (Sabel,
O’Rourke, and Fung 2000) and has been called “one of the most inno-
vative and startling institutional designs of the past 50 years” by one set
of scholars (Cashore, Auld, and Newsom 2004, p. 4). What explains the
recent rise of transnational private regulation—and specifically the cer-
tification model—as a way to address the social and environmental con-
ditions of production?

Globalization is clearly part of the answer, but precisely how this works
is less obvious. Most scholars agree that the globalization of supply chains
and the lack of existing regulatory capacity at the global level generate
demands for new forms of “global governance” (Fligstein 2005; Kahler
and Lake 2003; Sassen 1996). Nearly all would agree with Evans’s (2000)
statement that “increased flows of capital across national borders . . .
create a demand for global governance institutions that would provide
the transparency and predictability that capital itself needs” (p. 235). Of-
ten, the analysis stops there, and through a functionalist turn, the need
for new institutions simply becomes their explanation. Merely invoking
“globalization” also cannot explain why governance takes one particular
form over another. Why have controversies over sweatshops and defor-
estation produced transnational private regulation through certification
instead of other possibilities—such as intergovernmental agreements or
purely symbolic commitments? Going further, why did these controversies
generate any system of governance when they could have very easily
devolved into short-lived, ad hoc responses?

Two types of answers hold some promise for addressing these questions.
The first emphasizes the role that market actors play in constructing
institutions of industry governance, even when it means creating external
systems to constrain themselves. This type of explanation locates the
source of this particular institutional design in firms’ attempts to preserve
their reputations and maintain market positions in the face of globalizing
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markets and “naming and shaming” campaigns waged by activists. Al-
though this sort of market-based approach is quite prominent in the ex-
isting literature on private regulation (e.g., Potoski and Prakash 2005;
Spar and Yoffie 2000), I argue that another approach must also be
considered.

This second approach takes a more thoroughly political view of trans-
national private regulation, treating it as an outcome of broader conflicts
about the power of states, markets, and civil society in a context of neo-
liberal globalization (Dezalay and Garth 2002). Here, new forms are not
reducible to corporate strategies but rather reflect the negotiated settle-
ments and institution-building projects that arise out of conflicts involving
states, NGOs (nongovernmental organizations), and other nonmarket ac-
tors, as well as firms.

Beyond making different predictions about the creation of certification
associations, these two explanations are rooted in different theoretical
conceptions of institutional emergence. The first is a particular version of
what Knight (1992) terms a “cooperation-for-collective-benefits” account,
in which institutions are solutions to collective action problems, designed
to secure collective goods (Nee and Ingram 1998; Ostrom 1990). This
conception is common (though not inherent) in institutional economics
and rational choice. The second approach resonates with Knight’s (1992)
“distributional-conflict” model, in which institutions are conceptualized
as a “by-product of conflicts over distributional gains” (p.19; see also Jones
Luong 2002). Even more so, it is rooted in attempts by organizational
and historical institutionalists to theorize institutions as outcomes of cul-
tural and political contention (Campbell 2004; Fligstein 1996; Stryker
2002) and institution building as a process of “forging coalitions and mo-
bilizing various social and political actors” (Thelen 2004, p. 31; Roy 1997).

While both the style and substance of these two arguments often em-
anate from different academic circles, I argue that together, they can
explain the emergence of social and environmental certification and shed
light on the fundamentally compromised nature of this outcome. I show
that the rise of certification is in part a function of firms mobilizing to
solve market-based problems. Yet for all the enthusiasm in some circles
about how markets are generating their own solutions (e.g., Klein 1997;
Spar 1998), this account on its own proves unable to explain the rise of
certification—in large part because of its inattention to the broader po-
litical setting. I show that political conflicts about the regulation of global
capitalism—and the embeddedness of these conflicts in neoliberal rules
and scripts—generated institution-building projects that proved crucial
to the rise of certification. I call this process the “political construction of
market institutions.”

Research on the emergence of nascent institutions has often been brack-
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eted in sociology, where “institutionalism” too often connotes analyses of
the diffusion of well-established, taken-for-granted models of organization
(Mizruchi and Fein 1999). In response, a number of theorists have called
for greater attention to earlier stages in the institutionalization process
(Tolbert and Zucker 1994) and the ways in which new institutional ar-
rangements emerge (Clemens and Cook 1999; Hechter 2000; Powell 1991).
Certification serves as useful terrain for developing a “richer theory of
the origin and change of institutions” (Ingram and Clay 2000, p. 539) for
several reasons. First, the newness of private certification associations
should enhance the opportunities for reconstructing historical sequences
and reduce the temptation to tell “just so” stories to justify a well-estab-
lished outcome. Second, the case of certification can help compare different
versions of institutional theory (Hall and Taylor 1996), since explanations
rooted in different traditions suggest competing yet equally plausible ac-
counts. Finally, several types of certification exist, and comparisons can
be used to move beyond the possible idiosyncrasies of a single case.

I analyze the emergence of certification associations in the 1990s in two
fields—forest products and apparel. Despite the fact that these two fields
face different sorts of problems—labor standards in apparel, environ-
mental management in forestry—both have witnessed the rise of similar
forms of governance. Forest certification systems attempt to identify “well-
managed” or “sustainable” forestry operations and the consumer products
they generate, while labor standards certification systems in the apparel
industry seek to identify companies with acceptable labor conditions at
the point of production, as a response to antisweatshop campaigns. In
both cases, private associations set standards, accredit auditors, and grant
participating firms the right to use the association’s name or logo—some-
times through a product label. I reconstruct the processes that generated
this outcome using in-depth interviews with 57 informants, trade journal
articles, archival materials, and secondary sources. These cases shed light
on a growing set of attempts to promote private authority and institu-
tionalize “corporate social responsibility” (Cutler, Haufler, and Porter 1999;
Hall and Biersteker 2002; Vogel 2005).

Transnational private regulation through certification is a compromised
outcome, in several senses. First, because it is a voluntary mechanism
that relies for its enforcement on firms, consumers, and professional au-
ditors, its impact is likely to be limited when it comes to problems that
require a fundamental redistribution of power. Limited does not mean
trivial, however, and even imperfect systems can sometimes create new
points of leverage. Precisely how compromised a particular program is
depends on the balance of power in that sector and the ability of advocates
to forge coalitions that set a “high bar” for certification. As will become
apparent, environmentalists were more successful in setting the terms for
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forest certification than labor rights advocates were for factory monitoring
and certification, which embodied a set of compromises with corporations
that many activists could not accept. More broadly, the rise of this form
reflects a broader set of compromises about the regulation of global supply
chains. No set of actors would have chosen, ex ante, precisely the set of
arrangements that emerged. Corporations would have preferred weaker
symbolic commitments, while labor rights and environmental activists
would have preferred regulation with more “teeth”—and the analysis will
show that these actors typically started from these positions. This is not
to suggest that certification was a politically neutral compromise. The
terrain of conflict was shaped by the structural and ideological power of
capitalists and the reluctance of many governments (in both affluent and
poor countries) to agree to binding standards. This conflict was not a
simple contest among equals, but it was generative of an innovative and
politically charged institutional form.

THE RISE OF CERTIFICATION: CONTEXT AND CASE
BACKGROUND

“Corporate social responsibility” took new shape and significance in the
1990s, as firms from Nike to the Home Depot responded to activist cam-
paigns tying them to sweatshops, child labor, or ecological degradation.
Earlier “business ethics” concerns about conflicts of interest, harassment,
and affirmative action within firms (Berenbeim 1987) gave way to an
expanded discourse on the global social or environmental responsibilities
of firms, and more concretely, to a growing set of organizations purporting
to audit, monitor, or certify firms’ claims (Esbenshade 2004; McNichol
2003; Rodrı́guez-Garavito 2005). In the apparel and forest products fields,
associations for coordinating monitoring and certification emerged in the
midst of social movement campaigns and public controversy about sweat-
shops and deforestation around the world. These emergent associations
purport to temper exploitation and reward responsible firms through (1)
voluntary standards, (2) monitoring of production sites by accredited au-
ditors, (3) certification (or similar recognition) of participating firms, and
(4) the provision of information to consumers or other audiences (some-
times through a product label).

Fueled by international attention to tropical deforestation in the late
1980s, the Forest Stewardship Council emerged in 1993 as the first over-
arching system for certifying forests as “well managed” and labeling forest
products accordingly. Following scandals highlighting sweatshops and
child labor in the manufacture of garments, toys, and other products, the
first associations for monitoring and certifying firms’ compliance with
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labor standards—the Apparel Industry Partnership/Fair Labor Associa-
tion (AIP/FLA) and Social Accountability International (SAI)—were
founded in 1996 and 1997.2 As figure 1 documents, certification and mon-
itoring rose to prominence in both industries during the mid-1990s, albeit
slightly earlier in forestry.

Certification is one particular type of transnational private regulation—
transnational in that its operations transcend nation-state boundaries,
private in the sense of being formally independent of government but not
reducible to industry self-regulation, and regulatory in that it purports to
set and enforce standards for performance. Certification associations also
represent a second-order institution of impersonal trust—a watchdog of
the watchdog (Shapiro 1987). Whereas an individual company might be
able to purchase certification or auditing on the market, the associations
studied here, which involve shared standards and rationalized systems
for assessing compliance, require significant collective action to create and
legitimate.3

The rise of overarching certification associations is a fairly recent phe-
nomenon, but there are signs that this type of “soft law” may be on a
path toward institutionalization. In addition to its growth in the apparel
and forest products industries, the certification model has begun to spread
to other sectors. Table 1 illustrates the pattern of diffusion and situates
the apparel and forestry cases in a broader context. While some industries
have no significant connection to social or environmental certification and
several others have only loose ties to multisectoral initiatives, the table
shows a striking degree of diffusion of the certification model. Most has
occurred since about 1998 and in sectors that face significant social or
environmental challenges—from the ecological impacts of overfishing and
fish farming for marine industries to the extraordinarily dangerous and
destructive work in mines in developing countries.

There are also signs that certification is being institutionalized as a
quasi-policy instrument. The World Bank and some governments have
endorsed certification, occasionally even treating it as functionally equiv-

2 The FLA (officially founded in 1999 as an outgrowth of the AIP) has a standard code
of conduct for participating companies and makes it possible for companies to have
their compliance activities “accredited” by the association. SAI oversees the certification
of particular factories to the Social Accountability 8000 (SA8000) standard, which is
modeled to some extent on quality and environmental standards developed by the
International Organization for Standardization (ISO).
3 Gereffi et al. (2001) term these associations “third-party” certification, while com-
panies’ claims about themselves are labeled “first-party” certification. In this article,
I reserve the term “certification” for external, third-party systems that include some
rationalized procedure for assessing compliance, rather than applying it to more ad
hoc claims making.
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Fig. 1.—Number of trade journal articles mentioning private certification or monitoring.
Sources: Apparel industry trade journals: Bobbin, Women’s Wear Daily (random sample for
WWD); forest products trade journals: Forest Industries/Wood Technology, PIMA Magazine/
PIMA North American Papermaker.

alent to government action.4 In addition, certification initiatives have be-
come central nodes in an increasingly elaborate “corporate social respon-
sibility” field, which barely existed a decade ago but now produces a
plethora of policy documents, conferences, consultants, and even educa-
tional credentials.5

Despite its ascendance, private regulation—and certification in partic-

4 For example, the World Bank recently moved to require “all forest harvesting and
management operations financed by the World Bank to be monitored through inde-
pendent assessment and certification” (World Bank 2004, p. 7), and the Bolivian gov-
ernment now recognizes forest certification as equivalent to government inspection for
the purpose of granting timber concessions.
5 For a skeptical overview of the CSR field, see “The Good Company,” The Economist,
January 20, 2005.



TABLE 1
The Rise of Social/Environmental Certification across Sectors

Sector Certification Associations (Year Founded)

Focal cases—constitutive sites:
Forest products: Forestry, wood,

pulp and paper
Forest Stewardship Council (1993)
Sustainable Forestry Initiative (1998)a

Canadian Standards Association’s SFM
standard (1998)

Pan-European Forest Certification (1999)
National initiatives in Indonesia, Malaysia,

others (late 1990s)
Apparel: Textiles, clothing, leather,

footwear
Apparel Industry Partnership/Fair Labor As-

sociation (1996/99)
Social Accountability International (1997)
Worldwide Responsible Apparel Production

(2001)
International Council of Toy Industries

CARE program (2002)
Sites of diffusion and elaboration:

Maritime: Shipping, ports, fisheries,
inland waterways

Marine Aquarium Council (1998)
Marine Stewardship Council (1999)

Construction U.S. Green Building Council’s Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design certifi-
cation (1998)

Utilities (water, gas, electricity) Green-e certification (1998)
Hotels, tourism, catering Sustainable Tourism Stewardship Council (in

formation since 2001)
Chemical industries Responsible Care Certification (2002),b some

use of SA8000
Mining Initiative for Responsible Mining Assurance

(in formation)
Transport equipment manufacturing,

mechanical and electrical engi-
neering (including consumer elec-
tronics), oil and gas production/re-
fining, basic metal production

Some use of SA8000 and ISO 14001,c no
specialized programs

Precursors:
Agriculture, plantations, other rural

sectors; food, drink, tobacco
Organics—i.e., International Federation of

Organic Agriculture Movements (1972/
1997),d others

Fair Trade—i.e., Fairtrade Labeling Organi-
zation (1997), Max Havelaar (1989),
TransFair (various), others

Rainforest Alliance/Sustainable Agriculture
Network (1993)

Bird Friendly coffee certification (1999)
Flower Label Program (1999)

Note.—Cross-cutting sectors: commerce/retail/wholesale (see product above). Non-
adopting sectors: health services; media, culture, graphical; postal and other commu-
nication services; public service; transport; education; financial and professional services.
Sector list based on the 22 key global economic sectors identified by the ILO. Dates refer
to year of incorporation, or for non-stand-alone organizations, program initiation.

a Certification component added in 1998 to a code of conduct created in 1994.
b Certification component added in 2002 to the Responsible Care code of conduct

created in 1986.
c ISO 14001 is a general standard for environmental management systems, introduced

by the ISO in 1996. See Potoski and Prakash (2005).
d Separate accreditation program added in 1997.
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ular—is not the only way to govern globalization; nor was its emergence
inevitable. At least three other possibilities are worth considering. First,
governmental and intergovernmental orders could be used to enforce in-
ternational social and environmental standards. Intergovernmental agree-
ments are obviously not easily achieved—although examples as diverse
as the World Trade Organization’s standards on intellectual property and
the Montreal Protocol on CFCs demonstrate that they are far from im-
possible—but their obstacles are often more political than technical. The
U.S. government has often been hostile toward multilateral agreements
(Keohane 2002)—as evident in recent opposition to the Kyoto Protocol
and International Criminal Court. Furthermore, corporations and con-
servative policy makers have often worked to undermine government
regulation of environmental, labor, and consumer safety standards, while
promoting voluntary and “free market” alternatives. The business mo-
bilization of the late 1970s (Ackard 1992; Domhoff 1990) helped lay the
foundations for the neoliberal “market fundamentalism” of the 1990s
(Somers and Block 2005). As the analysis below will illustrate, the insti-
tutionalization of neoliberal conceptions of “free trade”—in the World
Trade Organization (WTO) and its precursor, the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade (GATT)—adds further barriers to the establishment of
intergovernmental standards for labor and the environment.

A second possibility is that transnational governance might have
emerged in the form of purely symbolic commitments lacking even ru-
dimentary monitoring or enforcement provisions. Such purely voluntary,
self-regulatory codes of ethics have often been the preferred response of
industries in crisis, as illustrated by the chemical industry’s Responsible
Care code created in the wake of the 1984 Bhopal tragedy and the In-
ternational Council of Infant Formula Industries code on the marketing
of breast milk substitutes in developing countries, to name just a few
(King and Lenox 2000; Sikkink 1986).

Finally, sweatshop and sustainability controversies might have pro-
duced nothing in the way of a system of governance. Activist pressures
and ad hoc corporate responses may have continued, but nothing durable
would have been created. Interestingly, both companies and their critics
have sometimes indicated a preference for this type of nonsystematization,
due to companies’ desire to avoid these issues altogether and activists’
fears of being co-opted.

If several outcomes were possible, why did private regulation through
certification become a prominent vehicle for governing globalization? I
tackle this question in the sections below, first from a theoretical angle
and then by developing theoretically informed case studies. This requires
close attention to the actual processes by which new forms were created
and other options were rejected or neglected. Without careful process
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tracing, one risks falling into the functionalist trap of assuming, as Thelen
(2003) puts it, “that the origins of the institutions can be ‘read backward’
off their current functions or features” (p. 218; see also Pierson 2000).

WHY FIRMS MIGHT COOPERATE TO CONSTRAIN THEMSELVES:
THE MARKET-BASED APPROACH

Many scholars locate the origins of private regulatory systems in the
interests of market actors themselves, especially consumer-oriented and
image-conscious firms that find themselves in the “spotlight” (Spar 1998).
Some versions of this theory portray firms as proactive and altruistic
defenders of the common good (e.g., Martin 2003). More sophisticated
versions suggest that companies construct systems of private regulation
in response to incentives, risks, and uncertainties in the market (Elliott
and Freeman 2003; Haufler 2003; King, Lenox, and Barnett 2002; Spar
1998; Spar and Yoffie 2000). Specifically, because public scrutiny, con-
sumer concern, and the globalization of supply chains often disrupt mar-
kets and create collective dilemmas for firms (as discussed below), firms
develop an interest in cooperating to set enforceable standards, create
credible responses to skeptical consumers, and impose rationalized systems
of constraint upon themselves and their competitors.

This argument bears a strong affinity with what Knight (1992) calls a
“cooperation-for-collective-benefits” conception of institutions, common
among institutional economists and rational choice theorists. Here, insti-
tutions are conceptualized as rules of the game that create order, facilitate
exchange, and provide collective benefits unattainable through individual
action. Scholars have applied this idea not only to the economy, where
institutions are said to arise to “reduce uncertainty in human interactions
and help solve the problem of coordination” (Nee and Ingram 1998, p.
20; North 1990), but also to a variety of social processes, from natural
resource governance, where actors create communal institutions to pre-
vent the “tragedy of the commons” (Ostrom 1990), to the generation of
“credible commitments” via international regimes (Keohane 1984). While
collective action problems generate demand for institutional solutions, the
process of crafting solutions may itself be plagued by free riding and
coordination problems. Institutions will arise only when solutions can be
designed in ways that overcome these problems (Hechter 1990; Ingram
and Clay 2000). In sum, this perspective portrays institutional form as
the congealed solution to collective action dilemmas on both the demand
and supply sides.

By combining this logic with threads in the literature on private reg-
ulation, one can develop a fairly elegant explanation for the rise of cer-
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tification. In short, as activists mobilize consumer concern about the social
and environmental conditions of production, they create collective action
problems for firms—in particular, interlinked problems related to repu-
tation, information, and competition. Certification is designed to solve
these problems. It is thus the collective response of firms—or at least some
segment of them—that drives the formation of certification systems. Spe-
cifically, this market-based approach is based on three main claims:
1. The design of certification systems derives from their potential to protect

firms’ reputations (e.g., to differentiate the good and bad apples).
2. Firms construct external systems to provide credible information to

consumers—a task firms struggle to do on their own due to a lack of
credibility and complex supply chains.

3. Firms create certification systems partly as quasi-cartels, to limit com-
petition or gain competitive advantages.

Reputation

This set of dynamics is set in motion by social movement campaigns,
consumer pressure, and public scandals that tarnish the reputations of
firms and industries that have invested in “branding” (Klein 1999) or
“reputational capital” (Fombrun 1996). Although such firms often respond
initially with public relations campaigns and symbolic statements, con-
tinued pressure may generate an interest in certification, which can serve
as “a risk-reduction strategy for globally-branded firms, a form of insur-
ance against criticism of a firm’s practices” (Conroy 2001, p. 11; Garcia-
Johnson 2001; Haufler 2003).6

This is especially true when firms’ reputations are interdependent. As
theorists of the “reputation commons problem” point out, when activists
target specific firms, others may find themselves “tarred by the same
brush” (King et al. 2002). In such situations, some responses (like symbolic
“codes of ethics” that lack sanctions) are likely to be hampered, since some
firms will attempt to free ride on the efforts of others to improve the
industry reputation, thus undermining any real progress. There may even
be a problem of adverse selection, wherein the worst firms (in terms of
social or environmental performance) are the most attracted to programs
for improving the industry reputation. Certification is an institutional
design that can overcome these problems, because it creates a “club good”
to subdivide the industry reputation—that is, to distinguish the good
apples from the bad (Garcia-Johnson 2001; Potoski and Prakash 2005).

6 Garcia-Johnson, Gereffi, and Sasser (2000) generate a series of arguments from the
core claim that “in the presence of a threat to their reputation, firms will design
certification institutions to protect that reputation” (p. 3).
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This way, the benefits of an improved reputation can be limited to those
firms that contribute to this effort; free riders can be excluded. From a
market-based perspective, this explains why certification has become the
preferred design of private regulatory systems.

Information

Certification can also be seen as a solution to the problem of generating
credible information about conditions in global production networks. The
globalization of supply chains may create complex monitoring problems
that limit firms’ abilities to uphold reputations and produce credible in-
formation on their own (Milgrom, North, and Weingast 1990).7 This in-
formation is especially important once consumers begin to “shop with a
conscience” and the price mechanism loses its traditional monopoly as an
informational device. This is the thrust of Elliott and Freeman’s (2003)
“market for standards,” where demand comes from consumers who “care
not only about the physical attributes of goods and services but also about
the workplace conditions associated with them” (p. 28) and supply from
“firms that improve standards because it is profitable for them to do so”
(p. 45). Since consumers will tend to discount companies’ own claims,
solving the information problem may require the creation of an external,
at least partially independent system of monitoring, verification, or
certification.

Competition

Corporate responses to scrutiny are necessarily shaped by competition.
Acting unilaterally to improve conditions of production could put any
single firm at a market disadvantage. Firms thus remain in a “race to the
bottom,” which further undermines their potential to respond to activist
pressures in any credible way. Yet if a few firms do employ better than
average social and environmental practices—due to pressure, market po-
sition, or a combination of the two—then they may have an interest in
imposing similar costs on their competitors (Bowman 1989; Stigler 1971;
Vogel 1995) or in constructing credible signals of their position. In this
way, firms may construct certification systems as quasi-cartels to secure
competitive advantages and manage competition. As Spar (1998) puts it,

7 As institutional economists have pointed out, when market exchange happens on a
small scale, actors’ knowledge and mutual monitoring can limit opportunism and allow
markets to function. But when trade is more complex or geographically dispersed (as
with globalization), mechanisms for supplying credible information and judging others’
integrity must be systematized and rationalized (Milgrom et al. 1990).
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“If all firms—or at least a good majority of the larger ones—adhere to
the same standard, none is individually penalized” (p. 10). Spar and Yoffie
(2000) emphasize that this interest in “leveling the playing field” explains
why firms have cooperated to build social and environmental certification
associations. So, as with reputation and information, competition ulti-
mately takes the form of a collective action problem—and one which
certification systems have the potential to solve.

TOWARD A MORE POLITICAL APPROACH: “THE POLITICAL
CONSTRUCTION OF MARKET INSTITUTIONS”

I develop a different account, using tools from politically and culturally
oriented versions of institutional theory (DiMaggio and Powell 1991; Scott
2001; Thelen 2004). According to these literatures, institutions arise out
of political, cultural, or professional projects led by strategically positioned
and socially skilled “institutional entrepreneurs” (DiMaggio 1991; Fligstein
2001). Institution-building projects are deeply embedded in the existing
order, which shapes the resources, political opportunities, and cultural
scripts out of which a new order can be fashioned (Campbell 2004; Clem-
ens 1997; Immergut 1992).

My analysis of the “political construction of market institutions” draws
on and extends several prominent strands of institutional research in so-
ciology. While some scholars in this tradition emphasize the uniformity
and taken-for-grantedness of institutions (e.g., Meyer et al. 1997), I follow
those who treat institutions as settlements of conflict among actors with
differential power and competing frames (Fligstein 1996; Rao 1998; Roy
1997; Schneiberg and Bartley 2001). In addition, while the institutional
literature in economic sociology often focuses on conflicts among different
sets of firms (e.g., Fligstein 1996), I extend this model beyond firms and
conflicts within markets to a wider array of actors (e.g., NGOs, states,
social movements, etc.) engaged in conflicts about the relationship between
markets and broader social problems. Out of these conflicts come partic-
ular trajectories of institution building. This approach resonates with
Knight’s (1992) “distributional-conflict” conception of institutions, in
which institutional arrangements arise out of strategic bargaining among
actors with divergent interests. However, while Knight assumes actors
with pregiven interests, I conceptualize actors as embedded in social con-
texts that are complex and potentially shifting, with implications for ac-
tors’ strategies and conceptions of interest (Clemens and Cook 1999; Djelic
and Quack 2003).

From this perspective, certification can be theorized as a model of
governance that has drawn support far beyond the specific market prob-
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lems it is purported to solve. The driving forces in this account are conflicts
among states, NGOs, social movements, and firms about the legitimacy
of various ways of regulating global capitalism. The shape of these con-
flicts—including the power, opportunities, and strategies available to dif-
ferent actors—determine what trajectories of institution building take
hold. In this case, I argue that political conflicts led a wide array of actors
(especially states and NGOs) to become institutional entrepreneurs for
certification. Whereas the market-based approach reduces “politics” to
pressures on firms and their reactions, this argument utilizes a broader,
more constitutive sense of “politics” as the set of agendas and struggles
about the distribution of power in society. Specifically, this political-in-
stitutional argument rests on three main claims.
1. States, NGOs, and social movements are key players in the rise of

certification, playing entrepreneurial roles that go beyond merely pres-
suring firms.

2. The formation of certification systems reflects processes of contestation
and negotiation, embedded in a complex, multilevel institutional
landscape.

3. Institutionalized rules and cultural scripts rooted in neoliberalism chan-
nel the trajectory of institution building and facilitate the rise of private
regulatory forms.

Institutional Entrepreneurs

First, conceptualizing institutional emergence as a negotiated process leads
one to pay attention to a wide array of actors. State-based actors have
been shown to be important sponsors of institutional projects (Carruthers
1994; Skrentny 1996) and key sources of institutional endorsement (Camp-
bell and Lindberg 1990; Rao 1998). Contrary to pronouncements that
globalization spells the demise of the state, researchers have shown that
states still play key roles in creating and negotiating global orders (Evans
1997; Guillen 2001; Rosen 2002). Researchers have also established NGOs
as important global institutional entrepreneurs. While much of this work
portrays NGOs as carriers of an existing, highly generalized model of
world culture (Boli and Thomas 1999), there is also reason to believe that
NGOs must work strategically to create new forms and wrest the power
to implement particular projects (Hafner-Burton and Tsutsui 2005; Keck
and Sikkink 1998; Lipschutz and Fogel 2002). Finally, social movements—
once considered primarily a source of disruption—are increasingly being
theorized as institutional entrepreneurs that generate change through a
mix of protest and parallel institution building (Armstrong 2005; Louns-
bury 2001; Rao, Morrill, and Zald 2000; Schneiberg 2002). In short, a
variety of political actors—states, NGOs, and social movements—can be
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expected to generate institutional innovation in ways that are not reducible
to the pressures they bring to bear on corporations.

Embedded Bargaining

The rise of transnational private regulation results from bargaining and
negotiation within a complex institutional environment. Certification sys-
tems may not be an optimal solution for any set of actors, since firms
typically prefer weaker commitments with minimal enforcement, while
social movements prefer stronger, binding standards (Post 2000; Seidman
2003). Instead, certification may emerge piecemeal out of the strategies
and counterstrategies of different actors. These strategies are shaped by
what actors see as legitimate and feasible and what they can mobilize
others around. The existence of a complex, multilevel institutional en-
vironment, with multiple arenas, allows this type of institutionally em-
bedded agency to generate some degree of change rather than just re-
production of the existing order (Clemens and Cook 1999; Friedland and
Alford 1991; Seo and Creed 2002). What is politically possible in different
arenas will not always align, leading strategic actors to shift arenas and
translate projects from one setting to another (Braithwaite and Drahos
2000; Keck and Sikkink 1998). The configuration of political opportunities
in particular arenas is therefore crucial in shaping what kinds of arrange-
ments emerge.

Neoliberalism

Political opportunities are of course not disconnected from broader po-
litical and cultural movements; nor does negotiation necessarily produce
equal partnerships and neutral compromises. In addition to the differential
resources that actors possess, the terrain of conflict and compromise is
itself ideologically loaded in ways that are likely to channel institution
building. Over the past two decades, neoliberal ideas, rules, and practices
have become dominant in domestic and international policy domains, as
a result of a series of projects stretching back to the 1970s, led by mul-
tinational corporations, conservative politicians, international financial
institutions, and professional elites (Fourcade-Gourinchas and Babb 2002;
Prasad 2005). By “neoliberalism,” I mean a set of ideas stressing faith in
free markets and the associated political agenda of removing impediments
to flows of capital. Neoliberalism has a constitutive effect on the trajectory
of globalization, at least as powerful as structural shifts in world trade
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(Evans 1997; O’Riain 2000; Sassen 2002).8 While some domestic settings
can still support institutional forms that run counter to the neoliberal
model (Hall and Soskice 2001), institution building on the international
level is likely to intersect with institutionalized rules (in the WTO) about
“free trade” and cultural scripts about the power of markets in solving
social problems. These rules and scripts will often channel institutional
entrepreneurship away from states and toward the private sector, thus
influencing the shape of nascent institutions.

Table 2 summarizes the main points of the political-institutional and
market-based approaches. In addition to making different empirical
claims, these approaches are rooted in different theories of institutions—
one based on a “cooperation-for-collective-benefits” logic in which insti-
tutions are solutions, the other closer to a “distributional conflict” model
in which institutions are settlements. While not entirely incompatible,
these approaches make different predictions about what we should find
to be the most important actors, processes, and outcomes as we turn to
the empirics of certification.

METHODS AND DATA

I utilize a comparative case study approach, examining two fields—ap-
parel and forest products—and paying close attention to the unfolding of
events in each. As Scott (2001) argues, process-oriented research can shed
important light on the early development and elaboration of institutional
forms. Most research on certification and similar forms of private regu-
lation focuses on either forest certification (Cashore et al. 2004; Elliott
2000; McNichol 2000, 2003; Meidinger 2003) or labor standards moni-
toring and certification (Esbenshade 2004; O’Rourke 2003; Rodrı́guez-
Garavito 2005; Sabel et al. 2000).9 By analyzing both cases, I seek to avoid
the possible idiosyncrasies of a single case study and broaden the scope
of this literature.

The apparel and forest products fields represent constitutive sites for
the broader arena of transnational private regulation. It was here that
many of the forms, practices, and debates that have since begun to diffuse

8 Even governments that have willingly signed onto GATT and the WTO may find
that it limits their autonomy at a later point. Thus, the institutionalization of free trade
rules may have effects above and beyond the preferences of ruling governments.
9 For important exceptions, see Gereffi et al. (2001) and Haufler (2001).
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TABLE 2
Two Ways of Explaining the Emergence of Certification Systems

Market-Based Approach
Political-Institutional

Approach

Key actors in the rise of
certification

Firms (secondarily: ac-
tivists applying
pressure)

Governments, NGOs,
SMOs, firms

Driving forces Collective action prob-
lems rooted in dilem-
mas of reputation, in-
formation, and
competition

Political conflicts about
regulating global
capitalism

Contextual factors Pressures and “spot-
lights” on firms, mar-
ket conditions

Neoliberal projects and
institutionalized rules
about “free trade”

Mechanism of institu-
tional emergence

Cooperation for collec-
tive benefits

Conflict and bargaining

Metaphor for new
institutions

Solutions Settlements

Intellectual affinities Institutional economics,
most rational choice
theory

Historical institutional-
ism, some variants of
organizational neoin-
stitutionalism, and ra-
tional choice

to other sectors took shape.10 Although no institutional form emerges
completely anew out of a “state of nature” and there were certainly pre-
cursors to these initiatives (Raynolds 2000; Seidman 2003), scholars often
regard the formation of forest and labor standards certification as inno-
vative moments that represent breaks from the past (National Research
Council 2004; Ruggie 2003). In addition, the fact that these two cases
involve different issues (labor and the environment), different industries,
and different actors should maximize the utility of pattern-matching and
process-tracing methods in case study research (Campbell 1975; Hall
2003). Given that the politics of labor and the environment have histor-
ically tended to move on separate—and sometimes antagonistic—tracks,
it is significant that a similar form of private regulation has emerged in
both cases.

Of course, these are also cases in which certification systems did suc-

10 For instance, while the founders of the Forest Stewardship Council and FLA engaged
in intense debate about the roles of companies and NGOs, the “multistakeholder”
model they helped create is now a well-institutionalized organizational form. The
impact of the Forest Stewardship Council in particular can be seen in the naming of
programs like the Marine Stewardship Council and the proposed Sustainable Tourism
Stewardship Council.
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cessfully emerge. Comparing “positive” cases such as these can help make
sense of novel outcomes and identify necessary conditions (Ragin 2000).
Future work could gain additional leverage in determining the sufficiency
of these conditions by adding negative or “failed” cases—a topic to which
I return in the conclusion. There are also some limits on the types of
phenomena of which these cases should be considered representative.
Some types of private regulation and standard setting involve more nar-
rowly economic matters (e.g., banking, credit rating), for which different
factors are likely to be relevant.

The data for the case studies come from interviews, trade journal ar-
ticles, and archival sources. I interviewed 57 key informants (in 54 sep-
arate interviews), with roughly half of the interviews devoted to each of
the two cases. An initial list of potential informants was generated by
drawing on previous research, organizational contact information, and
advice from several leading researchers. I then used snowball sampling
to build the list and focused on interviewing individuals who had been
deeply involved in the formation or early development of a certification
or monitoring program. Most informants were working for or with a
certification or monitoring association at the time of the interview, while
others had done so in the past, were involved with companies or NGOs
in the same field, or were affiliated with an auditor or certifier. (See app.
table A1 for a listing of the organizational affiliations of the informants.)11

The interviews lasted from 40 minutes to over three hours, with a mean
length of roughly 80 minutes, and the bulk of the interview time was
spent reconstructing the history of the program.

I also use a variety of archival materials—including early memos and
minutes collected from informants—and the full set of articles on the
politics of labor or environmental issues published in two leading trade
journals in each industry from 1987 to 2000.12 These are supplemented
by secondary sources.

11 Unlike in-depth interviews that focus on individuals’ identities, I regarded these
individuals mainly as informants who could talk about their organizations. To max-
imize the candor of the interviews and conform to common procedures for the pro-
tection of human subjects, the interviews were confidential, and the informants are
identified here by the type of organization with which they were affiliated and the
date of the interview.
12 The journals were Bobbin and Women’s Wear Daily for the apparel industry, Forest
Industries/Wood Technology and PIMA Magazine/PIMA’s North American Paper-
maker for the forest products industry. Based on Ulrich’s International Periodicals
2001/2002 database, these represent the top two apparel trade journals and the top
forest products journal. Because of the large number of articles in WWD, a random
sample, stratified by year, was used for coding purposes, as in fig. 1.
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EXPLAINING THE RISE OF CERTIFICATION: PREVIEW OF THE
CASE STUDIES

Table 3 provides a snapshot of many of the developers of social and
environmental certification associations. While this illustrates the partic-
ular mix of actors involved, the theories discussed above and the case
studies below explain how these actors came to be in this picture—and
more broadly, the process by which this form was created. My goal is to
link the particular unfolding of events with the basic expectations of the
market-based and political-institutional approaches, starting with the case
of forests and then moving to factories.

In general, the case studies demonstrate that market dynamics explain
some aspects of certification systems, but that the market-based story is
ultimately incomplete. In both the apparel and forest products industries,
some firms mobilized to address reputation, information, and competition
problems activated by social movements and public scrutiny. But many
firms were late adopters or resisters, not innovators, of the certification
model, and capitalist collective action was more sporadic than strong
versions of the market-based approach would expect. Broader patterns
of institutional entrepreneurship and support for certification emerged out
of political conflicts, as states and NGOs negotiated complex and con-
tentious arenas. While challenging groups initially proposed governmental
and intergovernmental solutions, failures and frustrations in these arenas
led some NGOs to shift arenas and define the market as a promising
alternative. Governments also lent early support to private certification
systems, either as a way to bypass neoliberal rules about “nontariff barriers
to trade” or to promote “free market” policy scripts.

FOREST CERTIFICATION: FROM BOYCOTT TO BRAND

Forest certification was initially developed as an alternative to tropical
timber boycotts, but the path from boycotts to an overarching certification
system was intertwined with both markets and politics. In response to
reputation and competitive threats, one segment of woodworking firms
initially raised the idea of independent forest certification, much as the
market-based approach would expect. Yet environmental NGOs, with
support from governments and foundations, became key institutional en-
trepreneurs of the first certification association (the Forest Stewardship
Council, or FSC), in a way that fits the political-institutional approach.
It was only after the formation of the FSC that industry associations
developed certification programs, contrary to strong market-based ar-
guments that expect large-scale collective action by industry to be the
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TABLE 3
Organizational Actors in the Formation of Certification and

Monitoring Associations

Forests: Members of the Certification
Working Group (Precursor to the

FSC), 1991

Labor Standards: Members of the
Apparel Industry Partnership (Pre-

cursor to FLA), 1996

NGOs/Advocacy Organizations

WWF
Greenpeace
Cultural Survival
Rainforest Action Network
Sierra Club
Rainforest Alliance

Lawyers Committee for Human
Rights

International Labor Rights Fund
National Consumers League
Business for Social Responsibility
Robert F. Kennedy Memorial Center

for Human Rights
Retail, Wholesale, and Department

Store Unionb

UNITEb

Interfaith Center on Corporate
Responsibilityb

Companies

Ecological Trading Company
A&M Wood Specialty
Scientific Certification Systems
Herman Millera

Milland Fine Timbera

Smith & Hawkena

Liz Claiborne
Phillips-Van Heusen
Reebok
Nike
Patagonia
L.L. Beanb

Nicole Miller
Tweedsb

Karen Kaneb

Other

Homeland Foundation
Sylvania Forestry
Experience International

Kathie Lee Gifford

Sources.—Memos of the Certification Working Group, personal records of FSC or-
ganizer; “Apparel Industry Partnership Members List,” Department of Labor (http://
www.dol.gov, accessed via Internet Archive); “List of Participants, White House Apparel
Industry Partnership,” AIP records compiled by Arnold and Porter, LLP.

a No record of involvement after this point.
b Dropped out prior to the FLA’s founding or soon thereafter.

main driver of institutional emergence. These events are analyzed in more
detail below and sketched over time in figure 2.

Certification as a Market Differentiation Device

Supply chains in the forest products industry became increasingly global
in the 1980s and 1990s, making it more likely for timber to pass from a
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Fig. 2.—Forest certification timeline

logging concession in Brazil, Indonesia, or Malaysia through a series of
mills, brokers, manufacturers, distributors, and retailers to consumers in
Europe and North America (Gellert 2003; Jenkins and Smith 1999). The
reach of the industry fueled environmentalists’ strategy of waging boycotts
in affluent countries, while the complexity of supply chains made it costly
for a firm acting on its own to monitor credibly the actual environmental
conditions of production.13

Threatened by boycotts in the late 1980s, timber importers and ex-
porters began making a variety of claims about the environmental friend-
liness of their products. Environmentalists soon challenged this “remark-
able mix of fact, conjecture and allusion together with a smokescreen of
diverting but wholly irrelevant information” (WWF 1994, p. 7), leading
to what one participant called a “confusing deluge of claims and counter-
claims” (Counsell 1995, p. 1). In this context, small specialty woodworking
firms that had been seeking out ecologically sound timber began to worry
about how to differentiate their products. In 1989, they formed the Wood-
workers’ Alliance for Rainforest Protection (WARP) and began meeting

13 Although some large forest products firms (e.g., International Paper, Weyerhaeuser)
are vertically integrated, and there is some concentration in retailing, many parts of
the industry remain fragmented and highly competitive. Even wood from the United
States can be difficult to trace if cut from one of the thousands of small nonindustrial
private forests that dot some regions of the country.
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with foresters and environmentalists. WARP members soon called for an
international organization that could monitor forest conditions, validate
credible claims, expose opportunists, and assist in what one woodworker
called a “propaganda battle with the timber trade” (Dennis 1991, p. 1;
interviews, certifier, 7/8/02; WARP, 7/30/02; FSC, 2/25/04). The proposal
for an overarching organization to perform these tasks was first laid out
by the U.K.-based Ecological Trading Company, one of the leaders of
WARP: “To ensure that timber that is marketed with the label ‘sustain-
able’ indeed conforms to certain production standards, and to separate
genuine companies from opportunists, a watchdog in the form of an in-
dependent monitoring organization will be necessary” (Ecological Trading
Company 1990).

This proposal proved influential—so much so that its author is some-
times credited with inventing forest certification (Cashore et al. 2004;
interview, FSC, 2/25/04). Discussions about this proposal during the 1990
WARP meeting led to the formation of an informal “certification working
group,” which met separately the following year and began drawing up
plans for what eventually became the FSC (interviews, FSC, 8/22/02, 8/
23/02, 9/2/02).

Thus, consistent with the market-based approach, the initial calls for
a forest certification system came from firms looking for a solution to
collective action problems in the market. Certification was an attractive
option because it allowed high-cost, environmentally conscious firms to
distinguish themselves from the bulk of the forest products industry, there-
fore providing competitive advantages for some firms and addressing
reputational issues while excluding free riders and opportunists. One
WARP member articulated the interaction between reputation and com-
petition problems in recalling that “in early conversations, we would talk
about certification as a UL [Underwriters Laboratories] symbol, that the
market could . . . eventually come to trust. It would separate the wheat
from the chaff” (interview, WARP, 7/30/02). Creating a credible system
for certifying forests and tracking products was also in part a solution to
monitoring and information problems—much as expected by economic
accounts of how voluntary institutions that provide credible information
can facilitate the functioning of trade over long distances, where localized
sources of knowledge have broken down (Milgrom et al. 1990). One WARP
member made this point explicitly in describing the certification model
as

a kind of extension for the knowledge base that would develop in a cohesive
community. . . . If we knew the families that cut the wood, . . . you would
have a comfort level and an understanding with the ways those forests
were being managed. But because we don’t for the most part live in those
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communities, and the mechanisms for moving wood around the world now
are so sophisticated, [that] certification was a way of providing that kind
of comfort level . . . on a global scale. (Interview, WARP, 7/30/02)

The design of this institutional model, then, reflected problems of mon-
itoring global supply chains and differentiating reputation in a competitive
environment.

Contention and the Political Promises of Private Regulation

Tropical timber boycotts did much more than just disrupt markets, how-
ever, and firms were far from the only interested actors. Boycotts activated
political conflicts that led NGOs, governments, and charitable foundations
to become key supporters of forest certification—a finding consistent with
the core claims of the political-institutional approach. This approach helps
explain, for instance, why some of the most prominent actors in the cer-
tification working group and meetings that followed were representatives
of NGOs like the Rainforest Action Network, Greenpeace, and WWF
(World Wildlife Fund/Worldwide Fund for Nature)—the latter of which
is widely recognized as the most avid supporter of the FSC (interviews,
certifiers, 7/8/02, 3/17/04; FSC, 7/22/02; WARP, 7/30/02; NGO represen-
tative, 3/8/04). This approach also explains the often-overlooked role that
governments played in providing early funding for forest certification, as
discussed later in this section.

Environmentalists were divided over the legitimacy of boycotts. Some
charged that boycotts ultimately devalued forested land and encouraged
its conversion to agriculture (Johnson and Cabarle 1993). Even the stron-
gest supporters of boycotts sought to identify “positive alternatives.”
Friends of the Earth, U.K., produced a “Good Wood” guidebook, as did
the Rainforest Action Network in the United States. Furthermore, in 1989,
Friends of the Earth convinced the U.K. government to propose that an
existing intergovernmental organization—the International Tropical Tim-
ber Organization (ITTO)—consider developing a system for certifying
ecologically acceptable forest products. The idea immediately generated
controversy, as governments of timber-exporting countries charged that
such a system would impinge on national sovereignty, discriminate against
tropical timber, and constitute an illegal barrier to trade under GATT.
This charge proved sufficient to turn the proposal into what one envi-
ronmentalist within the ITTO called merely an “insignificant study” (In-
ternational Tropical Timber Organization 1989, p. 25) and effectively cut
off consideration of certification being set up at the intergovernmental
level (Elliott 2000; Gale 1998; interview, NGO activist, 9/23/02).14

14 As Gale (1998) points out, while tropical timber–exporting countries were the most
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This episode illustrates how international conflict and neoliberal rules
combined to foreclose one possible institutional design. The failure of this
proposal for an intergovernmental approach also provided rhetorical re-
sources for private alternatives—specifically the nascent Forest Steward-
ship Council, which supporters framed in 1991 as “leaving the ITTO
behind” (quoted in Elliott 2000, p. 48) and which one FSC official de-
scribed as “a response to the failure of international organizations that
ought to have had the remit to enforce, to implement and develop good
forestry standards—ITTO in particular” (interview, FSC, 7/25/02).

Conflict in intergovernmental arenas also led to a type of forum shifting
by NGOs that generated wide-ranging support for the emerging FSC.
Environmentalists’ frustration with intergovernmental arenas intensified
after the 1992 UN “Earth Summit” in Rio de Janeiro failed to generate
a binding international forest convention, as many environmentalists had
hoped it would (Dudley, Jeanrenaud, and Sullivan 1995; Upton and Bass
1996). Some interpreted Rio, and the numerous but tentative intergov-
ernmental panels that followed it, as additional evidence that private
initiatives were the place to focus their energies (interviews, FSC, 8/9/02;
foundation officers 2/20/04, 3/5/04).15 Referring to a void created by the
failure of intergovernmental approaches, one influential report argued that
“the timber-certification movement is critical to filling that gap” (Johnson
and Cabarle 1993, p. 51). WWF was especially affected by these failures
in intergovernmental arenas. A WWF representative became the first
chair of the interim FSC board in 1992, and the group increased its
involvement in and funding for the FSC around this time (Elliott 2000;
FSC 1992; interviews, FSC, 7/25/02, 9/2/02). Although WWF had also
been involved prior to this, the analysis of conflict and forum shifting
sheds light on how the group became what one person called the “incu-
bator and surrogate mother” of the FSC (interview, FSC, 8/9/02).

Governments also provided early support for forest certification. This
was a negotiated response to political pressures to expand consumer boy-

vehement critics, representatives from North American and European governments
may have been willing accomplices in the derailment of this intergovernmental cer-
tification proposal. The ITTO did go on to study certification systems and eventually
even to endorse private certification, but it never again considered developing a cer-
tification system itself.
15 “People were certainly upset before . . . but it reached heightened proportions, un-
precedented proportions, post-Rio—because the expectations were so high,” explained
one individual involved (interview, FSC, 8/9/02). As another observer put it, “had
[there] been a world forestry commission—and you know there were some attempts
to create those in the wake of Rio—but if there had been something that look[ed] more
potentially successful, I think the . . . rush to find an alternative way forward [i.e.,
forest certification] might not have been as . . . powerfully motivated as it was” (in-
terview, foundation official, 3/5/04).
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cotts into legislative bans, combined with neoliberal rules about free trade.
In the early 1990s, hundreds of European cities, several European coun-
tries, and a few American cities and states passed restrictions on the import
of ecologically unsound timber (Johnson and Cabarle 1993; MacKerron
and Cogan 1993). The ban imposed by the Austrian parliament in 1992
proved especially critical. This legislation restricted the import of tropical
timber unless it could be shown to be sustainably produced. Tropical
timber–exporting countries quickly charged that this amounted to a pro-
tectionist “nontariff barrier to trade” and threatened to challenge the law
under GATT. Faced with the prospect of being found in violation of
international trade rules, the Austrian government rescinded the law in
1993. In a fascinating turn, the Austrian government then took the money
allocated for the implementation of the law and funneled it into a private
program—the emerging FSC, to which it gave approximately $1.2 million
(U.S.) just as the program was being founded, which one FSC official
called “a major area of funding for certainly the first two years” (inter-
views, FSC, 7/25/02, 9/2/02; Dudley et al. 1995; Elliott 2000). This move
effectively bypassed the constraints of GATT, since nongovernmental ac-
tors typically fall out of the purview of rules about barriers to trade
(Bernstein and Cashore 2004). The Austrian incident also had several
indirect effects. By establishing that state action on tropical timber imports
was vulnerable to challenge under global free trade rules, it made gov-
ernmental solutions less likely and provided a further rationale for private
certification (Cabarle 1994; Crossley 1996).16 It even spurred a dynamic
in which several other European governments, including the Dutch and
the Swiss, contributed to the emerging FSC as a way to relieve domestic
pressure from environmentalists while not running up against GATT rules
(interview, FSC, 9/2/02).

In sum, as suggested by the political-institutional approach, forest cer-
tification grew in part out of a series of institutionally embedded conflicts
over the legitimacy of different strategies (boycotts, government bans,
intergovernmental regulation) for regulating the timber trade. With pro-
posals for governmental and intergovernmental solutions generating stale-
mates, NGOs and governments turned to the private sector and soon
came to see private certification systems as useful policy tools. Certification
represented a legitimate alternative to boycotts and bans, unencumbered

16 As Crossley (1996, p. 16) argued, “Importing countries have generally taken heed of
the pitfalls encountered by the Austrian approach and moved away from using man-
datory, legislative means to address timber trade issues. It has become clear that they
are likely to be GATT-illegal and subject to challenges under the World Trade Or-
ganization (WTO).” Similarly, one FSC supporter pitched certification as an alternative
to legislative bans, saying that “recent rulings and agreements under GATT create an
unfavorable environment for such tactics in the future” (Cabarle 1994, p. 7).
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by the failures that had plagued intergovernmental efforts and uncon-
strained by the free trade rules to which governments had bound them-
selves. In short, a series of conflicts embedded in a neoliberal order led
NGOs to become institutional entrepreneurs for the FSC and led gov-
ernments to provide important material support.

Roles of Foundations, Retailers, and Trade Associations

While casual observers—and some proponents of market-based ap-
proaches—often assume that certification is a response to consumer de-
mand, it was charitable foundations that funded the expansion of forest
certification and worked to “make the market” for certified wood. As part
of a larger project to build private sector alternatives to governmental
regimes, a group of foundations adopted the forest certification project
and contributed roughly $40 million (U.S.) to it from 1993 to 2001.17 In
1992, the MacArthur Foundation made the first of what would become
a series of grants to the FSC and affiliated organizations.18 The Ford
Foundation, Rockefeller Brothers, Pew Charitable Trust, and several oth-
ers soon followed suit and formed the “Sustainable Forestry Funders
Network” to allocate funds collectively to the FSC, its certifiers, and
supporting groups, and to spur increased demand for certified wood (Ford
Foundation 2002; Jenkins and Smith 1999; Koenig and Headley 1995;
MacArthur Foundation 1998; interviews, foundation officers, 2/20/04, 3/
5/04; certifier, 7/8/02; FSC, 7/22/02, 9/2/02; retail executive, 3/22/04). For
foundations, forest certification represented a promising policy tool, not
merely a market differentiation device. In the words of one official:

I think the logic of certification was very powerful, and I think that all the
shifts that were going on in the background were saying . . . we need to
pay attention to the private sector—we can no longer use these traditional
regulatory approaches because they’re just not working anywhere. . . .
Certification had tremendous promise—very exciting. . . . It was kind of
at the beginning so we were creators, which was a wonderful kind of feeling.
And it was easy to coalesce a bunch of foundations around that. (Interview,
foundation officer, 2/20/04)

17 This figure is based on all grants to forest certification projects, using data from a
custom search of the Foundation Center’s yearly grants database. See Bartley (2007)
for a more elaborate analysis.
18 The MacArthur program officer who made the grant had ties to several of the FSC
founders through previous work on community forestry projects in Central and South
America, which led some to fondly dub this group the “Peace Corps–Paraguay mafia”
(interviews, certifier, 7/8/02; FSC, 8/22/02; former foundation official, 2/20/04; Koenig
and Headley 1995).
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Foundations’ enthusiastic support suggests that forest certification
emerged as part of a broader political and cultural project. It was valuable
to actors other than firms, for reasons that went well beyond the market
problems that the woodworkers of WARP initially envisioned it solving.

Home improvement retailers became early supporters of forest certi-
fication, but their actions appear to have been driven as much by political
pressures as by any consumer demand for “green” products. The U.K.-
based home center B&Q became a developer and supporter of the FSC
in the early 1990s, after Friends of the Earth, U.K., waged a series of
protests in its stores’ parking lots. The mere threat of such a campaign
soon brought the Home Depot into the FSC as well (interviews, retail
executive, 3/24/04; FSC, 7/24/02). These retailers also joined with small
manufacturing firms and others in “buyers’ groups” that concretized their
commitment to certified wood. Yet even as they made commitments to
certified wood, retailers often discounted the significance of consumer
demand. For instance, the Home Depot’s environmental marketing di-
rector suggested that “the momentum [for certification] thus far has largely
been in anticipation of customer demand, rather than in response to it”
(quoted in Journal of Forestry 1993, p. 34).19 The anticipation remained
largely unfulfilled, leaving one retail executive to explain that “certification
didn’t come with a built in demand. It’s creating its own demand, but
it’s actually kind of putting the cart before the horse in that sense” (in-
terview, retail executive, 3/24/04). Although surveys have found that some-
where between 16% and 68% of American consumers say they are willing
to pay more for certified forest products, there is no experimental or
observational evidence of a “green premium” (Anderson and Hansen 2004;
Ozanne and Vlosky 2003), and analysts and players in this field tend to
agree that consumer demand was not a particularly important factor in
spurring the initial rise of certification (Conroy 2001; Gulbrandsen 2006;
Jenkins and Smith 1999; interviews, foundation officer, 2/20/04; certifier,
3/17/04).20

19 Similarly, another executive said, “We have seen only limited interest in the demand
for certified solid hardwood products. The inquiries received have largely been from
individuals and not from a marketable consumer interest” (quoted in Journal of For-
estry 1993, p. 34).
20 The plethora of contingent valuation surveys on certified forestry is better understood
as an attempt to symbolically construct consumer demand than to merely measure it.
While it is beyond the scope of this article, one could hypothesize that companies and
environmentalists have used these studies as legitimating devices even while discount-
ing their validity and locating the real incentives in the political and status games in
the organizational field. As one informant said, “How many people when you walk
around have a clue about certification? None. But does that stop a Home Depot from
saying this is what we’re going to do? . . . No, because . . . they’re betting that their
ability to operate is going to be based on the fact that they are perceived as being a
leader in the environmental field” (interview, foundation official, 2/20/04).
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If not motivated by consumer demand, then why would retailers make
commitments and contributions to the forest certification project? As oth-
ers have shown (Cashore et al. 2004; McNichol 2000), NGOs and social
movement actors skillfully goaded firms into supporting certification, us-
ing both the carrot and the stick to “make the market” for certified wood.
NGOs and foundations created buyers’ groups, while engaging in tacit
cooperation with more disruptive environmental groups to pressure re-
tailers through protest. Thus, activist pressure led some image-conscious
firms to support external certification systems, consistent with the market-
based approach. It is significant, however, that these firms did not merely
organize themselves but were partially organized by NGOs—a process
that bears more affinity to the institution-building projects emphasized
by the political-institutional approach.

Conspicuously absent from the story of forest certification’s emergence
are the bulk of forest products firms and their trade associations. Trade
associations are commonly seen as vehicles for capitalist collective action,
but in this case they were slow moving and more likely to reproduce old
forms than create new ones. As criticism of the U.S. industry mounted
in the 1990s, for instance, the American Forest Products Association re-
sponded with a traditional, and largely symbolic, code of ethics—called
the Sustainable Forestry Initiative (SFI)—which was first put on paper
in 1994 and released in 1995, after the founding of the FSC (Wallinger
1995; interview, SFI, 7/29/02). Interestingly, over time this initiative
evolved into a certification program designed to compete with the FSC
(interviews, SFI, 3/22/04; FSC, 7/12/02)—evidence of the power of actors
other than firms to introduce a dominant institutional form in the industry.
The Canadian forest products industry also developed a certification ini-
tiative primarily in response to the FSC. In 1993, just as the FSC was
being officially founded, the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association called
for a certification program that provided an “equal opportunity for input”
from industry, which was developed from 1994 to 1996 by the Canadian
Standards Association (CSFCC 1997; Elliott 2000; interview, CSA, 7/30/
02). The entry of industry associations into the forest certification arena
triggered conflict over the credibility of different sets of standards—but
notably, the fact that this competition involved different variants of the
same form signals the success of the certification model. Industry asso-
ciations have contributed to the evolution of forest certification (by in-
troducing competition), but they were not a driving force behind its
emergence.

On the whole, explaining the rise of forest certification requires attention
to both firms cooperating for collective benefits and broader trajectories
of political contention and compromise. The initial mobilization of eco-
conscious woodworkers mirrors the market-based cooperation for collec-
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tive benefits logic, with its emphasis on the reputation commons problem,
the need for credible information, and competitive dynamics. Yet to ex-
plain why emerging forest certification plans quickly garnered support
that far outstripped their expected market benefits—from NGOs, gov-
ernments, and foundations—one needs a broader political approach that
pays attention to bargaining and forum shifting in a neoliberal context.
Employing both approaches, it becomes clear that forest certification
emerged as a hybrid and multivalent form of governance—partly a mech-
anism for managing markets, partly a policy instrument for a neoliberal
era.

SWEATSHOP STANDARDS: THE RISE OF LABOR STANDARDS
MONITORING AND CERTIFICATION

Analysts often treat initiatives for monitoring and certifying labor con-
ditions either as promising vehicles for “ratcheting labor standards” in a
world of diminishing state capacities (Sabel et al. 2000) or as thin public
relations scams that protect corporate reputations more than workers’
rights (Esbenshade 2004; Labor Rights in China 1999). What is lost in
this debate is a careful analysis of how this form emerged, which reveals
more nuance, less capitalist collective action, and more state involvement
than one might expect. With antisweatshop pressures mounting in the
mid-1990s, corporations began adopting codes of conduct and sending
auditors to assess factories’ compliance, but these activities did not au-
tomatically translate into full-fledged certification systems. It was the in-
stitutional entrepreneurship of government officials, and to a lesser extent
NGOs and some companies, that created the first associations to coor-
dinate monitoring and certify compliance—namely, the FLA and SAI.
Certainly, these actors were operating in terrain shaped by the power of
corporations to limit more stringent regulatory options. But to explain
the rise of labor standards certification fully, one must look not only at
the strategies of firms, but also at the factors that led nonmarket actors
to craft what in hindsight may appear to be purely market-driven forms
of governance. These processes are sketched in figure 3 and discussed in
more detail below.

Reputation Threats and Firm Responses

Apparel is produced through complex global networks of contracting and
subcontracting.21 Most apparel “manufacturers” are in fact just “brands”

21 The globalization of apparel production results from the industry’s high capacity
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Fig. 3.—Labor standards certification timeline

that outsource their production to a web of contract factories, as do the
retailers that sit in power at the top of the supply chain (Abernathy et
al. 1999; Bonacich et al. 1994; Collins 2003; Gereffi 1994). At the bottom
of the chain, intense competition and low levels of mechanization make
contractors likely to “sweat” their (largely female) workers (Piore 1997).
Given the multiple layers of brokers, contractors, and subcontractors,
firms at the top of supply chain have often found it easy to ignore labor
conditions at the point of production and disavow responsibility for haz-
ardous work environments, unpaid wages, harassment, and intimidation
(Bonacich and Appelbaum 2000). To some degree, this problem is con-
nected to the globalization of the industry and the costs of monitoring,
as described (albeit in exaggerated terms) by one observer:

When everybody was doing [business] locally in the U.S., you’d buy your
widgets from Smith and Sons down the road, you know. Everybody knew
Smith and Son—you’d have a drink with them over lunch and you’d ne-

for mobility and the system of import quotas set by the (now defunct) Multi-Fibre
Agreement (MFA), which prevented the industry from concentrating production in
one particular country. For an excellent account of the political construction of the
post–World War II global apparel industry, see Rosen (2002).
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gotiate, you’d make a deal, and the expectation is that Smith and Son did
right by U.S. law. But with increasing overseas sourcing, yes, companies
required compliance with the law, but then they did nothing to oversee that
that was in fact being respected by the supplying organizations. (Interview,
certification consultant, 3/3/04)

Corporate disavowals of responsibility or knowledge declined in cred-
ibility as social movement campaigns, media exposés, and government
enforcement efforts took hold. Campaigns in the early 1990s exposing
child labor in the production of garments, toys, soccer balls, and rugs, as
well as the human rights implications of Chinese imports, marked the
beginning of a wave of antisweat protests, often targeting high-profile
firms (Cavanagh 1997; Spielberg 1997). Two particular scandals in the
mid-1990s dramatically increased the visibility of sweatshops and raised
the reputational stakes for companies. First, in the summer of 1995, gov-
ernment officials discovered Thai immigrants working as indentured ser-
vants in an apartment complex in El Monte, California, producing gar-
ments to be sold by major retailers (Su 1997; interview, labor rights
activist, 3/29/04). Several months later, Kathie Lee Gifford became a ce-
lebrity lightning rod for the sweatshop issue, following the unearthing of
a Honduran factory employing children and a New York City sweatshop
that were both producing Kathie Lee’s line of clothing, sold exclusively
at Wal-Mart (Krupat 1997; interviews, U.S. Department of Labor, 7/19/
02, 8/23/02). The growing antisweatshop movement also built a variety
of “naming and shaming” campaigns targeting the Gap, Liz Claiborne,
Nike, Disney, and other high-profile companies. Meanwhile, congressional
representatives introduced a number of bills in the mid-1990s focusing
on child labor and human rights abuses in the production of imported
garments, and the Department of Labor increased its efforts to enforce
domestic labor law in garment factories in the United States (Barrett
1994b; Bonacich and Appelbaum 2000; Esbenshade 2004; Ramey and
Barrett 1996; interviews, Department of Labor, 6/27/02, 7/19/02, 8/23/02).

In this context, companies displayed increasing concern about what
trade journals called the various “public black eyes for the garment in-
dustry” (WWD 1996, p. 1) and activists’ attempts to “publicly tarnish the
reputation of the industry as a whole” (Nett 1997, p. 38). Faced with
threats to their images and autonomy, some began adopting codes of
conduct for their supply chains in order to, as one industry advisor put
it, “put a muzzle on these watchdog groups” (Rolnick 1997, p. 72). Some
also hired accounting firms, quality assurance companies, or nonprofits
to monitor factories’ compliance. Yet unions and labor rights activists
quickly challenged these symbolic responses, showing that codes of con-
duct were often not even posted in factories, exposing shoddy monitoring
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by accounting firms, and generating continued media attention (Campaign
for Labor Rights 1997; O’Rourke 1997; Shaw 1999).

Given these conditions, one might expect firms to band together to
organize a system for shielding themselves and generating credibility for
their avowals, perhaps through certification. This is certainly the predic-
tion of market-based theories of certification, and it did occur in one
instance, directly following the El Monte incident. El Monte generated a
“reputation commons” problem for firms in California, as described by a
Bobbin editor in an article called “Bad Apples Need Not Apply”: “Un-
fortunately, the old saying about a bad apple spoiling the whole bunch
can be true—at least on the surface. Perhaps no one knows this better
than reputable contractors, who must bend over backwards to distance
themselves from illegitimate businesses that tend to give the whole apparel
industry a bad rap. . . . How do the ‘good’ contractors, manufacturers
and retailers convince John Q. Public that the El Monte situation is not
the norm?” (Black 1995, p. 2). The answer, for some domestic contractors
and manufacturers, was to develop certification and labeling systems that
could repair the industry reputation and preempt additional government
action. In 1995, a group of firms developed the “Compliance Alliance” to
coordinate monitoring and consider developing a no-sweat labeling pro-
gram (Bonacich and Appelbaum 2000; Marlow 1995; interview, Depart-
ment of Labor, 8/23/02). The Coalition of Apparel Industries in California
(CAIC) also developed a plan to certify contractors and manufacturers
at this time, and by early 1997 it was setting up a separate nonprofit
organization to administer it, called the California Apparel Industry Cer-
tification Board (CAICB). This was designed as a “voluntary certification
program [that] will allow manufacturers and contractors to be recognized
for their efforts to curb labor law violations” (Bobbin 1997, p. 44). Within
the industry, the CAIC program was touted as an attractive, industry-
based initiative, through which “companies meeting the standards would
be ‘certified’ and retailers and manufacturers would be encouraged to use
only those firms that are certified, driving out the sweatshop operations,”
as one trade journal put it (Black 1997, p. 1).

Yet this moment of forward-looking capitalist collective action did not
spur the rise of certification in the apparel industry, since none of the
initiatives designed in the wake of El Monte took hold. The Compliance
Alliance never developed a labeling program, and the CAIC program was
pronounced definitively dead in 1998 (Black 1998). Thus, although public
attention and reputation dilemmas spurred collective action by firms and
an early moment of institution building—just as market-based approaches
would expect—cooperation quickly faltered, and this episode was lost to
history.

Large, image-conscious firms also developed an interest in voluntary
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labor standards, but here again the market-based argument is only par-
tially borne out. Faced with antisweatshop pressures, companies like Levi
Strauss, Nike, Reebok, and the Gap quickly developed their own codes
of conduct and factory monitoring programs between 1992 and 1996.
Furthermore, corporations had long advocated for voluntary commit-
ments as alternatives to binding legal or legislative labor standards (Bar-
rett 1994a; Bartley 2005). But even as these firms searched for ways to
make their “no sweat” claims credible and stay competitive, they tended
not to engage in collective institution building at this point. As one ex-
ecutive explained, “There was one effort in 95 or 96 where we attempted
to reach out to our primary competitor and share, and we were rebuffed.
And you know, there was a lot of sort of backroom competition between
the companies in those days, so sharing was not easily possible” (interview,
apparel executive, 9/30/05).22 Here, as with the El Monte response, events
began to unfold much as the market-based cooperation for collective
benefits theory would expect, but cooperation proved tenuous.

In sum, corporations’ embrace of voluntary codes of conduct and self-
monitoring certainly shaped the terms of the sweatshop debate, and they
made some partial (but ultimately failed) moves toward the construction
of external certification systems. Firms would soon come to play an im-
portant role, once a forum had been created for them. To fully explain
how the first collective certification and monitoring organizations were
created, one must look to this other set of actors and processes.

Politics and the Turn toward Private Regulation

Government and NGOs played important and often overlooked roles in
creating private associations to monitor and certify global labor condi-
tions. In the United States, the Clinton administration provided both
leadership and financial support for labor standards certification/moni-
toring, first by creating the AIP in 1996 and then by providing substantial

22 This same executive framed this as a missed opportunity, suggesting that companies
would have accomplished more in the area of labor standards “if we had understood
the benefit—or to put it in a business term, the return on investment—in 1996. It’s
pitiful progress if you look at it from that perspective. Much more can and should
have been done earlier to bring the collective power of an industry to bear to address
those 80% of the problems that we all agree on” (interview, apparel executive, 9/30/
05).
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funding for the AIP spinoff FLA and for SAI.23 Representatives of con-
sumer, labor, and human rights NGOs—especially the Council on Eco-
nomic Priorities, Lawyers Committee for Human Rights, International
Labor Rights Fund, and National Consumers’ League—often took the
lead in building these programs and negotiating with companies. One
participant described NGOs’ role as pushing for systematization, since
otherwise there would merely be “companies dabbling, experimenting, ad
hoc pilot projects . . . ‘til the cows come home” (interview, NGO and
FLA organizer, 7/18/02; see also Ramey 1997a). Even organized labor—
via the Union of Needletrades, Industrial, and Textile Employees
(UNITE), now a strident critic of private monitoring systems—contrib-
uted to the formation of the AIP/FLA, which it later quit in protest.
Referring to the union’s call for a “National Partnership for Responsi-
bility,” one UNITE official recalled, “At the union, we often thought that
we were kind of indirectly responsible for the whole formation of the
FLA, which we came to regret, in some sense” (interview, union official,
4/5/04; see also Mazur 1996; Golodner 1997). Consistent with the political-
institutional approach, the field of labor standards monitoring and cer-
tification grew out of contention and negotiation among an array of actors,
with the U.S. government playing a particularly important role.

The AIP/FLA began as essentially an outgrowth of the U.S. Department
of Labor. Since the early 1990s, Department of Labor officials had been
pressuring apparel manufacturers to privately monitor their domestic con-
tractors for wage and hour violations, as a response to the agency’s de-
clining capacity to police the industry (Esbenshade 2004; Ross 2001; in-
terview, Department of Labor, 8/23/02). Following the El Monte incident,
secretary of labor Robert Reich extended this program into a series of
experiments designed to mobilize consumer pressure—most notably the
“Trendsetter List,” created in 1995 to publicize the names of firms that
had agreed to monitor their contractors. Companies and critics both com-
plained of the irrationality of the criteria for inclusion on the list, creating
controversy that dogged this initiative until it was abandoned several
years later (Bonacich and Appelbaum 2000; Levy 1998; interviews, De-
partment of Labor, 6/27/02, 7/19/02; NGO-based FLA organizer, 8/22/02).

In the summer of 1996, amidst controversy over the Trendsetter List
and in the immediate wake of the Kathie Lee Gifford scandal, Clinton
and Reich convened several meetings of labor rights advocates and ap-

23 In 1999, the Clinton administration created a $4 million per year grant program to
support private labor standards initiatives, which provided nearly half of the funding
for the FLA and SAI as these programs grew in 2000 and 2001. In those years,
government funding accounted for 48% of the FLA’s $2.46 million in revenues and
46% of SAI’s $3.92 million in revenues (analysis of IRS forms 990 accessed via http:
//www.Guidestar.org).
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parel executives—including firms from the Trendsetter List and several
other high-profile companies (e.g., Nike)—first in a “fashion industry fo-
rum” and then in a presidential task force that became known as the AIP.
Over the next two years, the AIP developed a code of conduct and
spawned the FLA to oversee the monitoring and certification of partic-
ipating companies. Although earlier notions of a “no sweat” label quickly
fell out of favor, the group developed a system for participating companies
to be recognized as complying with the FLA code.

To explain the U.S. government’s role, one must consider the intersec-
tion of domestic politics and a turn toward neoliberal trade policy and
“reinventing government” (Osbourne and Gaebler 1992) in the second
Clinton administration. Clinton first entered office promising not to sign
the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) without labor and
environmental standards. Yet within two years, he had signed NAFTA
with only a set of “side agreements” generally considered to be weak and
had delinked China’s “most favored nation” status from human rights
considerations (Tsogas 2001; Varley 1998)—both decisions that put the
administration at odds with organized labor and left-leaning constitu-
encies. It was at this moment that the Clinton administration began to
endorse private, voluntary approaches to labor standards, introducing a
set of “model business principles” in 1995 that encouraged companies “to
adopt and implement voluntary codes of conduct for doing business
around the world” (quoted in Varley 1998, p. 8). When the El Monte and
Kathie Lee Gifford scandals hit, the Clinton administration continued this
direction by fostering a private-sector response—the AIP. In a sense, the
AIP was a compromise between doing nothing (a laissez faire response)
and building stronger domestic or intergovernmental regulation (which
some constituents would have preferred). What limited efforts the ad-
ministration made in international arenas—such as Reich’s proposal for
a “social label” administered by the International Labor Organization
(ILO)—fell by the wayside under the weight of charges of protectionism
(Zaracostas 1996, 1997). Analytically, the U.S. government’s actions il-
lustrate the interplay of political bargaining and the ascendancy of neo-
liberal policy scripts—as emphasized by the political-institutional
approach.

While the U.S. government laid the groundwork for the AIP/FLA—
and indirectly for SAI—the work of crafting these programs was led by
loose coalitions of NGOs and companies. Negotiations over the appro-
priate standards (especially regarding international wage rates and free-
dom of association in China) and systems for verifying compliance were
often highly contentious. Fights over the flexibility of standards and the
independence of monitors culminated, in the case of the AIP/FLA, in the
exit of organized labor and one NGO, which soon became its sharpest
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critics.24 In the midst of this conflict, a handful of remaining NGOs and
companies became the key architects of the FLA’s monitoring program—
specifically, representatives of the Lawyers’ Committee for Human Rights,
International Labor Rights Fund, National Consumers League, Business
for Social Responsibility, Liz Claiborne, Reebok, and a few government
advisors (Arnold and Porter 1996; interviews, NGO-based FLA organ-
izers, 8/22/02, 2/19/04, 8/8/02; apparel executive/FLA organizer, 3/9/04;
independent monitor, 7/18/02). In the case of SAI, the project was led by
the nonprofit Council for Economic Priorities, which received help on its
SA8000 standard from Toys ‘R’ Us, Avon, plus several apparel firms and
the global certification firm Société Générale de Surveillance (Larson and
Cox 1998; interview, SAI, 7/18/02).25

Similar to the forest certification case, the institutional entrepreneurship
of these NGOs grew out of failures in intergovernmental arenas and a
strategy of forum shifting. For some, like the Council on Economic Pri-
orities, labor standards certification was simply an extension of a long-
standing project of identifying socially and environmentally conscious
companies for consumption and investment purposes, through its Shop-
ping for a Better World series, for instance (Council on Economic Priorities
1991; interview, SAI, 7/18/02). But for groups like the International Labor
Rights Fund (ILRF) and the Lawyers Committee for Human Rights,
support for certification represented a turn toward private, consumer-
oriented models, as an alternative to the governmental and intergovern-
mental regimes on which they had previously focused. In 1994, leaders
of the ILRF argued forcefully for a “global New Deal” based on enforce-
able “social clauses” in trade agreements like the GATT (Collingsworth,
Goold, and Harvey 1994). Yet several years later, the ILRF emerged as
one of the important (and most credible in the social movement com-
munity) architects of private programs like the FLA. This shift in forum
occurred as proposals for embedding labor standards in trade agreements
fell to defeat in the GATT negotiations of 1994 and again in 1996–97,
not to mention earlier defeats related to NAFTA and the Generalized
System of Preferences (Tsogas 2001; interview, NGO and FLA organizers,
7/18/02, 8/22/02). With GATT negotiators refusing to link trade and labor
standards, NGOs like the ILRF and the Lawyers Committee for Human

24 Following this exit, the FLA began recruiting universities, which were facing an-
tisweatshop protests on campus and which soon became a major source of financial
support for the FLA. Meanwhile, FLA critics created the Worker Rights Consortium
(WRC), which rejected the certification model and also began recruiting universities
(interviews, WRC, 6/26/02, 8/12/02).
25 SAI was originally called the Council on Economic Priorities Accreditation Agency,
changing its name in 2000. Once SAI took off, the Council on Economic Priorities
ceased to exist as a separate organization.
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Rights turned increasingly to private, market-based arrangements. Re-
flecting on this moment, one NGO representative suggested that, given
the failure of unionization and law enforcement, “it seemed like we needed
to add consumer pressure to legal, diplomatic, and trade pressures. And
so it became not a choice of either this or that, but an additional weapon
in the arsenal for human rights” (interview, NGO-based FLA organizer,
8/22/02).26 Whether or not this indeed constituted an “either-or” choice is
a difficult question, although trade-labor linkages certainly never fell com-
pletely off the agenda. Nevertheless, the perceived closure of political
opportunities for intergovernmental solutions led several major NGOs to
shift some of their resources and energy to the market, where they became
major players in the construction of labor standards certification.

On the whole, understanding how NGOs and government actors be-
came institutional entrepreneurs for private regulation requires attention
to ways in which they maneuvered through a complex and contentious
political environment—processes central to the “political construction of
market institutions” account.

Corporate Support for Labor Standards Certification

Recognizing the role of NGOs and the state should not lead us to ignore
large companies. In addition to recognizing a kind of structural power
that corporate agendas exerted on the entire arena of social and environ-
mental regulation (making binding regulation extremely hard to secure),
it is instructive to examine the specific relationships between companies
and certification programs. Although apparel firms did not organize robust
collective systems of their own prior to the AIP and SAI arriving on the
scene (as discussed above), they did shape the content and structure of
these programs. Major players included Liz Claiborne, Reebok, and Toys
‘R’ Us, as well as Business for Social Responsibility (whose members
included Levi Strauss, Phillips Van-Heusen, and the Gap), which served
as a “space where competitors could sit and look across the table and see
their counterparts without horns on their heads” (interview, apparel ex-
ecutive, 9/30/05).27 Consistent with the market-based approach, these
tended to be image-conscious companies that viewed certification as a

26 Another NGO actor explained the turn toward the market as a response to govern-
ment failure. “I would say that it’s taken for granted that, as of 1996—or even 2002—
government action is not forthcoming. I don’t take it for granted that government
action is not possible, I just think . . . it’s not gonna happen” (interview, NGO-based
FLA organizer, 7/18/02).
27 Although Nike was also at the table, the firm was described as resistant and “difficult
to deal with” (interview, FLA, 2/19/04), with a “problematic” style of participation
(interview, apparel executive, 9/30/05).
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vehicle by which, as one executive put it, “companies will be better able
to protect their reputations” (quoted in Ramey 1997b, p. 14). There is also
evidence that they expected competitive benefits, since as one executive
explained, “You don’t want to be out there on your own as a business,
you want your competitors to be similarly involved. And it just seemed
like a good way to learn and a good way to maybe have protection, if
this was blessed by a diverse group of people” (interview, apparel exec-
utive/FLA organizer, 3/9/04). However, while some were at the table ne-
gotiating with NGOs, many other large and highly visible firms were
conspicuously absent—including retailers like Wal-Mart, Sears, Target,
and Federated (owner of Bloomingdales and Macy’s). Among the 50 larg-
est apparel and footwear manufacturers and retailers in 1996, only six
had any type of documented affiliation with the FLA or SAI between
1996 and 2001.28 This is not a trivial number, but it suggests that the vast
majority of firms remained cautious about the promise of external, mul-
tistakeholder certification systems that they could not fully control.

Early corporate participation in certification associations was also in-
tertwined with the institution-building projects of government and NGOs.
The majority of early FLA members had previously been on the De-
partment of Labor’s Trendsetter List. In fact, companies from the Trend-
setter List were far more likely than their competitors to become members
of the FLA.29 In addition, several years prior to creating SAI, the Council
on Economic Priorities organized a group of companies into a “Partnership
for Responsible Global Sourcing” to promote voluntary codes of conduct
throughout the industry. Among the participants were Levi Strauss, Liz
Claiborne, Reebok, L.L. Bean, and Eileen Fisher, all of which became
important early supporters of SAI and the FLA (Council on Economic
Priorities 1994; Ramey and Barrett 1996; interview, SAI, 7/18/02). At the
least, this evidence suggest that prior contact with government and NGO
initiatives is important for explaining firm behavior, whether in addition
to or combined with more commonly cited reputational factors.

28 Size is measured by total assets, using Standard & Poor’s Compustat data. Records
of firms that affiliated at any point with the FLA and SAI were compiled from in-
terviews, organizational records, and archived versions of organizations’ web sites.
While a full-scale analysis of firm participation is beyond the scope of this article, it
is notable that both the FLA and SAI have struggled to increase their corporate
membership.
29 This result is based on an analysis of publicly traded apparel, textile, and footwear
firms with at least $300 million in sales or assets any time between 1993 and 2000
(Np179), using Compustat data, Department of Labor press releases, and FLA mem-
bership records. Among these companies, being on the Trendsetter List is associated
with a much greater chance of becoming an FLA member (odds ratiop22.3; P!.001).
Results available from the author upon request. See also Esbenshade (2004) on this
point.
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Similar to the forestry case, industry associations were laggards rather
than leaders when it came to certification systems. The American Apparel
Manufacturers Association (AAMA) began working on labor standards
certification only after the initial programs (AIP/FLA and SAI) had been
created, having written off sweatshops as “a couple of bad apples in
Southern California and Central America” (AAMA official, quoted in
Bobbin 1998, p. 8). The result was a weaker system of factory certification,
the Worldwide Responsible Apparel Production (WRAP) program, de-
veloped from 1998 to 2000 to compete with those in which NGOs and
image-conscious firms predominated (interviews, WRAP, 7/17/02, 8/23/
02). On the retail side, the National Retail Federation had only a rudi-
mentary and largely symbolic code of conduct throughout the 1990s.
Clearly, industry associations were the rear guard, not the avant garde,
of labor standards certification.

On the whole, the compromise of private regulation in the labor case
was several steps away from the strong standards that activists sought,
and those companies that were involved managed to design the programs
such that their supply chains would not be overly disrupted. Furthermore,
“market-making” projects have been less successful in the labor case than
in forestry. While surveys have highlighted consumer interest in ethically
produced garments (Dickson 2001; Marymount University Center for Eth-
ical Concerns 1999), no labor standards certification program developed
an unambiguous “no sweat” product label, and any actual market for
“sweat-free” apparel has been slow to develop. In part, this reflects the
highly contentious character of the sweatshop debate, disagreements
among labor rights advocates on the appropriateness of the certification
model, and the low rate of commitment by retailers.30 Yet it also illustrates
the degree to which certification programs embody political settlements,
not just market demands.

In sum, the processes by which globalization and sweatshop contro-
versies got translated into a new form of governance can be described
partially in terms of collective action problems in the market, but attention
to the ways in which governments and NGOs negotiated contentious
political arenas is also necessary. Firms faltered in their earliest attempts
to solve collective reputation problems and cooperate with their compet-
itors. Government (especially the Clinton administration) and a few NGOs
played key roles in creating new venues for standard setting and bringing

30 I hypothesize that the differing role of retailers reflects the fact that no firm is a pure
retailer when it comes to apparel, since retailers all contract for the manufacture of
their own “private label” apparel. This puts apparel retailers in essentially the same
position as manufacturers, whereas home improvement retailers have greater leeway
to support standard-setting projects without disrupting their own core operations.
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firms to the table. The institutional entrepreneurship of these actors is
understandable when viewed in the context of power struggles in domestic
and international arenas and the ascendant neoliberal model, both of
which facilitated the rise of private regulation instead of intergovern-
mental orders.

DISCUSSION

The market-based theory of private regulation—with its emphasis on
firms’ responses to reputation, information, and competition problems—
illuminates several aspects of the rise of social and environmental certi-
fication. In the forest products case, it explains how a group of wood-
workers planted the seed of forest certification in an attempt to differ-
entiate themselves from the rest of the industry (reputation problems),
generate credibility for their environmental claims (information problems),
and retain their position in the market (competition problems). Similar
dynamics occurred in the apparel industry, where companies attempted
to address image and credibility problems in the wake of sweatshop scan-
dals. Although cooperation here often proved tenuous (among California-
based companies responding to the El Monte incident and among larger
companies developing monitoring programs), corporate responses did
shape the sweatshop debate and prepare companies for a greater role once
such associations were imminent. In both cases, the mobilization of firms
clearly mattered for the rise of certification, although to different degrees
and in different ways. Yet it is also notable that in both cases, trade
associations were slow to respond and adopted certification late in the
game—a finding that casts doubt on strong versions of the market-based
approach that expect industries to mobilize on a mass scale quickly.

The “political construction of market institutions” approach that I have
offered provides different insights. From this perspective, building cer-
tification systems is an inherently political project, driven in particular
by institutional entrepreneurship around the market (not merely in it),
strategic negotiation of a complex set of policy arenas, and a neoliberal
context. This approach explains how governments and NGOs became
supporters of—and in some instances even the “missionaries” for—cer-
tification associations. In general, conflicts over the legitimacy of govern-
mental and intergovernmental regulation created spaces for private sys-
tems to emerge and gave a wide range of actors a stake in these nascent
institutional arrangements. While both NGOs and states mattered in each
case, NGOs played a larger role in the forest certification case, while
government loomed larger over labor standards.

Government support for private regulation was a function of political
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pressures intersecting with neoliberal rules and scripts. In the forest prod-
ucts case, European governments funded nascent forest certification ini-
tiatives after being constrained by neoliberal rules about “nontariff bar-
riers to trade” that kept them from regulating the international timber
trade directly. In the apparel case, the Clinton administration built and
supported private labor standards systems as a way to promote a market
friendly model of regulation while still responding to the “sweatshop
crisis.”

International conflict and forum shifting help explain why NGOs
played important roles. Initially, NGOs and social movements pursued
fairly conventional solutions, such as intergovernmental agreements—
involving primarily the ITTO and UN for forests, GATT and the WTO
for labor rights. But with these arenas hostile to standards campaigns,
some NGOs defined the market as a promising arena for pursuing pro-
grammatic goals and became key architects of certification associations.
In this way, strategic action, embedded in a complex, multilevel environ-
ment, generated innovative institutional forms.

While many processes are similar across the two cases, several differ-
ences provide further insights. First, while firms helped to create and
support certification systems in each case, the particular segments of firms
differed. The eco-minded woodworkers that inspired the rise of forest
certification had no real parallel in the apparel case. In their place were
big firms like Liz Claiborne and Reebok, which were more interested in
fending off sweatshop allegations than in promoting truly alternative pro-
duction methods. In addition, while home improvement retailers like B&Q
and the Home Depot became early supporters of forest certification, ap-
parel retailers like Wal-Mart, Sears, and Target stayed away from labor
standards certification—at least until weaker versions had been created
by industry associations. These differences help to explain why forest
certification has gained both more market penetration and more legiti-
macy among social movements than has labor standards certification.
Both cases generated “compromised” forms of regulation, but the com-
promises made on the labor side have been both more controversial and
less influential.

Second, while government support was critical in both cases, it is in-
structive to consider differences among governments. European govern-
ments have generally demonstrated a greater willingness than the United
States to support significant social and environmental protections, and
their roles in these cases are consistent with this image.31 Governments

31 While the Clinton administration arguably treated private standards systems as a
preferred solution, the European governments that came to support forest certification
had initially pursued legislative solutions. For this reason, European governments can
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in developing countries have often been skeptical of labor and environ-
mental standards—although unions and advocacy groups in these coun-
tries occasionally support them (Chan and Ross 2003)—due to fears that
they will impede international competitive advantages. These govern-
ments did not play a direct role in creating private certification systems,
though their opposition to binding international standards may have in-
directly paved the way for the rise of this form.

CONCLUSION

What explains the recent rise of transnational private regulation—and
particularly the certification model? Drawing on different traditions in
institutional theory and the multidisciplinary literature on private regu-
lation, I have considered a market-based approach rooted in images of
institutions as solutions to collective action problems, and I have devel-
oped a political-institutional approach that treats institutions as settle-
ments of conflict. Empirically, I have moved beyond single case studies
to examine patterns of institution building in both the apparel and forest
products fields.

The analysis traces the rise of certification both to market-based col-
lective action problems and to the “political construction of market in-
stitutions.” In some instances, groups of firms did envision certification
and monitoring systems as a way to manage reputations, make claims
credible, and rationalize competition—as expected by the market-based
account. This did not automatically translate into actual certification as-
sociations though, and firms did not mobilize around this model as much
as strong versions of the market-based theory would expect. The critical
role of other actors—especially NGOs, governments, and sometimes foun-
dations—in building and crafting certification associations becomes in-
telligible through the lens of a political-institutional perspective. Consis-
tent with this account, early support for certification grew out of
institutionally embedded conflicts over the legitimacy of divergent strat-
egies for regulating international supply chains. As these conflicts—oc-
curring in a neoliberal context—delegitimated governmental or intergov-
ernmental standards, some NGOs and governments shifted their energies
toward the market. Thus, a market-oriented model of institutional design
(certification) emerged not so much because actors within the market were
its sole creators, but because politics—that is, the constellation of political
and ideological powers—took other possible models off the table and
provided opportunities for this particular institutional design.

reasonably be portrayed as responding to neoliberal constraints, while the U.S. gov-
ernment appears to have been more willing to push the neoliberal project.
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I have shown how both markets and politics matter for the analysis of
transnational private regulation. But what are the implications of this
beyond simply saying that each theoretical perspective has something to
offer? First, it is a reminder to avoid reductionist, decontextualized models
of governance. Such analyses appear to be arising especially from market-
based perspectives, with scholars theorizing corporate social responsibility
initiatives as a function of the enlightened self-interest of firms, responses
to the “reputation commons problem,” and similar collective action di-
lemmas (King et al. 2002; Spar 1998)—and in some cases even suggesting
that the rise of voluntary, reputation-based systems obviates the need for
a state (Klein 1997). While not without analytical purchase, these models
tend to strip the phenomena of their historical and political context, which
my research has shown to be a constitutive force.

Second, these findings point to the importance of theorizing combi-
nations of conditions and employing conjunctural conceptions of causa-
tion to explain new institutional forms. At the most basic level, the emer-
gence of private regulatory associations appears to require the
combination of two things—interested actors within the market (i.e., some
segment of firms, though not necessarily a large segment) and entrepre-
neurial actors in the organizational field (typically in government or
NGOs) that adopt the project, organize firms, and mobilize broader bases
of support. Indeed, one could hypothesize that these two factors are nec-
essary conditions for the creation of certification and similar forms of
governance. Scholars have often emphasized the first of these conditions,
but have often relegated nonmarket actors to the role of “pressuring” firms,
rather than treating them as institutional entrepreneurs in their own right.
Activist pressure is certainly an important motivating factor for firms;
indeed, the apparel and forest products cases suggest that companies will
do little in the absence of sustained pressure (and often make only minimal
moves even when pressures are present). But it is also important to the-
orize the conditions under which NGOs, SMOs, and governments go
beyond pressuring to construct new institutions for the market.

This is precisely what is put in the foreground by an analysis of the
“political construction of market institutions.” The central idea is that
political maneuvering by nonmarket actors can create new industry gov-
ernance institutions—as illustrated by the role of states and NGOs in
creating certification systems. This idea resonates with work showing how
state building creates the conditions for markets (Carruthers 1996), how
social movements generate new organizational forms (Rao et al. 2000),
and how political authority and market making intertwine (Fligstein and
Sweet 2002). Yet by incorporating these ideas into the analysis of trans-
national standard setting in the areas of environment, labor, social justice,
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and human rights, we get an account that builds on but also pushes on
some prominent sociological arguments about global governance.

One such set of arguments comes from economic sociology, where schol-
ars have usefully theorized governance as the outcome of conflict, but
have focused on firms as the key players. Fligstein (2005), for instance,
argues that historically, “most market institutions were the outcome of
political struggles whereby one group of capitalists captured government
and created rules to favor itself over political opponents” (p. 194), while
the recent rise of global governance “comes from global firms trying to
create and stabilize regional or worldwide markets” (p. 195). This is ap-
propriate in economic domains where other groups have relatively low
stakes or are unorganized, but once we move into conflicts about the
social or environmental impacts of business, firms are unlikely to be the
only relevant actors. In fact, my research suggests that in social and
environmental domains, firms may be relatively slow to act collectively,
while nonmarket actors—especially NGOs—may do much of the work
of developing new institutions. This is consistent with charges that systems
of industry governance are often corporate dominated, but it means that
corporations are more likely to co-opt forms created by others than to
create them de novo. Other researchers have documented similar cases
of industries free riding on innovations introduced by advocacy organi-
zations (Lounsbury, Ventresca, and Hirsch 2003).32 Furthermore, the
power and cohesion of NGOs relative to firms and governments is likely
to be a major factor in determining whether global industries get em-
bedded in private systems of governance (and how strong these are) or
intergovernmental regimes, or if they escape the constraints of external
governance altogether. Much can be gained analytically from considering
how the strategies and political opportunities of NGOs shape the archi-
tecture of markets.33

Finally, another prominent set of arguments about global governance
comes from the “world culture” school of neoinstitutionalism (Meyer et
al. 1997). This literature has demonstrated the tremendous impact of
international NGOs but treats them as cultural carriers, spreading a tran-
scendent model of “universalism, individualism, rational voluntaristic au-
thority, progress, and world citizenship” around the globe (Boli and
Thomas 1999, p. 45). In contrast, my research highlights the strategic,

32 While scholars once argued that the nation-state does for capital what capital cannot
do for itself, in some instances it appears that international nongovernmental orga-
nizations (along with states) are taking on this role in a global context.
33 Research on transnational advocacy networks provides a starting point for thinking
about NGO strategies (e.g., Finnemore and Sikkink 2005; Keck and Sikkink 1998)
and their implications for models of firms and markets in economic sociology.
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political side of NGOs and demonstrates the analytical utility of paying
attention to conflict, not just consensus. Even if a shared cultural frame
allows a wide array of actors to view deforestation or child labor as
problems, divergent interests and overt conflicts will come to the fore
when it comes to determining whose problem it is and how it should be
addressed. Boli and Thomas (1999) do note that “actors within the same
cultural frame are likely to find more bases for conflict (and cooperation)
than actors from barely intersecting frames” (p. 19), but scholars within
this tradition have failed to follow up on this idea. How these conflicts
play out determines many substantively and theoretically important out-
comes—such as whether global concerns are addressed through govern-
ments, market mechanisms, NGO projects, benevolent corporate hier-
archies, innovative hybrid systems, or are merely recognized as problems
but neglected in practice.

As practice and scholarship on transnational private regulation con-
tinue, much can be gained by further broadening the scope of research.
First, my analysis takes one step toward combining institutional theories
in economic sociology with research on global commodity chains, as Ger-
effi (2005) suggests, but more is possible. While research in the institu-
tionalist tradition often emphasizes the actions of nation-states (e.g., in
adopting or creating institutional models), and commodity chain research
often decenters the state to look at transnational processes, my research
suggests that the intersection of these dynamics is increasingly important.
Second, the relationship between public and private forms of governance
deserves to be interrogated at the point of production, not just at the
policy level (see Rodrı́guez-Garavito 2005). Only with this sort of evidence
can scholars truly assess whether the compromise of private regulation is
ultimately a Faustian bargain or an imperfect but useful social compact.
Finally, additional leverage could be gained by applying arguments de-
veloped here to cases in which private regulatory systems have not
emerged or have been slow to develop, such as the consumer electronics,
oil, or mining industries. With these extensions, scholars can better un-
derstand the conditions under which some measure of social and envi-
ronmental governance may be usefully institutionalized in global
industries.
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APPENDIX A

TABLE A1
Primary Organizations Represented by the Informants

Organization No. of Informants

Forest certification associations:
Forest Stewardship Council . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
Sustainable Forestry Initiative/Board . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Canadian Standards Association . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

Certifiers (for profit and nonprofit) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Charitable foundations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Forest products manufacturers or retailers . . . . . . . . . . 3
Environmental advocacy organizations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Labor standards certification associations:

Apparel Industry Partnership/Fair Labor Associ-
ation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7

Social Accountability International . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Worldwide Responsible Apparel Production . . . . . . 3

Monitors/auditors (for profit and nonprofit) . . . . . . . . . 5
Government . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Apparel manufacturers or retailers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Labor, human rights, or consumer advocacy orga-

nizations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
Legal, financial, or consulting firms . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Collegiate apparel monitor: Worker Rights Consor-

tium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

Note.—Informants were considered connected to an organization if they worked for
it, with it, or helped to create it. The table is based on the main affiliation(s) (past or
present) of each individual, as revealed in the interview. The table does not sum to the
total number of informants (Np57) because some individuals had ties to multiple
organizations.
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